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Parshah

The greatest
pasuk: Man as
the Image of Hashem

ֹלקים עָ ָ ׂ֥שה אֹ ֽתֹו
ִ ֱּתֹול ֖ ֹדת אָ ָ ֑דם ְּבי֗ ֹום ְּב ֤ר ֹא אֱ ֹלקים֙ אָ ָ֔דם ִּב ְד ֥מּות א
ְ  זֶ ֣ה סֵ֔ פֶ רThis is the

book of the progeny of Adam, on the day that Hashem created
Him; in the Divine image He created him (Bereishis 5:1)
In Toras Kohanim it says that Rabbi Akiva
said that ve’ahavta le’reacha kamocha is
the great rule of the Torah. Ben Azai said,
however, that the pasuk ‘zeh sefer toldos
adam’ (above) is the greater rule. This refers
to the end of the pasuk that Adam was
made in the Divine image. For from Rabbi
Akiva’s pasuk we can only learn not to do
something which is hateful to you, to your
friend. But from Ben Azai’s pasuk we see
that even someone who does not have regard
for his own honour should still care about
the honour of their friend. (Da’as Zekeinim
MiBa’alei Hatosafos, Bereishis 5:1)

the end of the pasuk; in the fact that Hashem created
man in His Divine image. This goes above and
beyond Rabbi Akiva’s pasuk. For under ve’ahavta
le’reacha kamocha alone, I am told to treat a friend
as an equal. Yet what if I hold little regard to myself;
why should I treat my friend with more respect than I
do me? Ben Azai’s pasuk reminds us that since each
person is created in the Divine image, we have a duty
to honour them regardless of how much honour we
show ourselves. In the words of the Midrash1 do not
say that since I have been disparaged I can do the
same to others...Rabbi Tanchuma said that if you do
so, you are disparaging the fact that man was created
in the Divine image.

Why should Ben Azai’s pasuk be greater than that
of the command to love your neighbour as yourself
- what could be greater than this, given Chazal’s
statement that this includes all other mitzvos? And
secondly, from where in the pasuk did Ben Azai see
a great rule here?

Ben Azai’s pasuk gets to the root of the obligation
towards others; we were created in the Divine image
- it goes deeper and provides the positive impetus
and underlying cause of our conduct, perspective
and attitude to all our relationships.

The answer, as stated above in the Da’as
Zekeinim, is that Ben Azai saw something great in
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ashem creates the world in six days.
On the first day He makes darkness
and light. On the second day He forms
the heavens, dividing the “upper
waters” from the “lower waters.” On the third day
He sets the boundaries of land and sea, and calls
forth trees and greenery from the earth. On the
fourth day He fixes the position of the sun, moon
and stars as timekeepers and illuminators of the
earth. Fish, birds and reptiles are created on the
fifth day; land animals, and then the human being,
on the sixth. Hashem ceases work on the seventh
day, and sanctifies it as a day of rest.
Hashem forms the human body from the dust
of the earth, and blows into his nostrils a “living
soul.” Originally Man is a single person, but
deciding that “it is not good that man be alone,”
Hashem takes a “side” from the man, forms it into
a woman, and marries them to each other.
Adam and Chava are placed in Gan Eden and
commanded not to eat from the “Etz Hadaas/Tree
of Knowledge of Good and Evil.” The serpent
persuades Chava to violate the command, and
she shares the forbidden fruit with her husband.
Because of their sin, it is decreed that man will
experience death, returning to the soil from which
he was formed, and that all gain will come only
through struggle and hardship. Man is banished
from the Garden.
Chava gives birth to two sons, Kayin and Hevel.
Cain quarrels with Hevel and murders him,
and becomes a rootless wanderer. A third son,
Sheis, is born to Adam; Sheis’ eighth-generation
descendant, Noach, is the only righteous man in
a corrupt world.

Parshah
Rain-the
foundation
of our relationship
Just a few days ago, in each and every
community across the globe the chazzan
stood in front of the amud bedecked in his
white Kittle, and beseeched the Al-mighty
to bring rain, rain of blessing, rain of life,
rain of sustenance.
Fascinatingly, the concept of rain
seems to occupy a position of remarkable
significance. In fact one who forgets to
incorporate mqshiv haruach- the request
for rain, in their amidah must go back and
start again1. So just why is rain and its
conceptual significance so central to us.
The Torah describes the state of
the earth as it was in its penultimate
moments. The world was virtually
complete, the symphony that was creation
was nearing its crescendo; the creation of
mankind. However, the posuk2 describes,
surprisingly, how, in these moments the
vegetation lay dormant just beneath the
ground, it had not yet sprouted forth. Why,
because there was no man to work the
soil. Rashi3 as always, sheds light on the
meaning of the posuk, and its significance.
Rashi tells us; why could it not rain until
mankind inhabited the earth, because
there would be no one to appreciate the
rain. Then, once mankind understood
the essentiality of rain they would turn to
Hashem and ask for more rain.
The significance of these few words
of Rashi cannot be overlooked, it is an
imperative. The rain could not fall because
if there was no one to appreciate it, no one
could daven for it.
Hashem embroidered the very fabric
of creation with, perhaps the most
'ו,' שו''ע ס' קיד ה1
)'ה:' בראשית (ב2
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foundational lesson of all; the lesson
of gratitude, which in turn necessitates
tefillah.
Furthermore, the four letter name of
Hashem (ק-ו-ק- )יwhich denotes Hashem’s
kindness and interaction or hashgacha4
with mankind appears for the first time
in the preceding posuk5, until this point
in the process of creation Hashem’s name
appears only as  אלוקיםwhich denotes
absolute power6 in regard to the creation7.
Specifically, the four letter name of
Hashem is found the second time in the
entire Torah with regards to rain8. This
clearly demonstrates the essence of rain is
Hashem interaction with mankind.
Incredible,
Hashem
necessitated
the relationship with mankind in the
very structure of creation! Rain is so
fundamental because not only does
it teach us gratitude, but it is the very
catalyst for our relationship with Hashem
through our tefillah!
Perhaps for this reason if one forgets
the addition of mashiv haruach they
must start again, if during your tefillah
you forget the very element that teaches
us the essence of tefillah; hakaras hatov
- gratitude, then one must go back and
start again!
It is all too easy to take for granted
the blessings in our life, rain teaches us
to stop and appreciate what we have, and
crucially that we must daven to have it,
for rain is the Hashem’s lesson to us in
gratitude.
ע'' ספר רינת חיים (מאת ר' חיים פרידלנדר זצ'ל) ביאור כוונת
הברכות
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When were the first children, Kayin and Hevel, born? Before or after the sin of Odom?
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Bereishis: Golden
Beginnings

Parshah

A Rabbinic friend of mine was once
advised that a person listening to a sermon
decides within 60-90 seconds whether they
will listen or switch off (I strongly dislike the
word sermon, by the way). That means that if
the Rabbi does not say something humorous,
interesting or relevant (or all three) within the
first minute or so of their sermon, one has lost
the listener (I think I know people who give it
5 seconds!). As far as openings go, Hashem’s
Torah has no need to ‘keep the reader awake.’
After all, this is a Divine book given to the
chosen people, who will be poring over its
every letter, word and sentence for themes,
mitzvos and life guidance. Yet beginnings are
still important.
The Torah begins where one would expect
it to begin – In the beginning, Hashem created
heaven and earth. It does not spend any
meaningful amount of time covering how that
occurred, nor the measurement of timeframe
either: spiritually the means of creation are
of relatively little interest. But the fact that
Hashem created the world is important to
know. Yet Rashi cites that there were those
who questioned this starting point:

Allow us to cite a second Rashi. Pasuk
26 contains the account of the creation of
man: and Hashem said ‘let us make man in
our image…And He created them (1:26-28).’
The us is most surprising here: did Hashem
have a team of factory workers in Singapore
assembling parts of the world en masse?
Rashi explains: Since man resembled the
angels, Hashem ‘consulted’ with the angels
before making man…even though there is room
for a heretic to misunderstand the Torah here
(by ascribing creation to two powers), it is more
important to teach us Derech Eretz of humility
– that someone great should consult with
someone small.’

Rav Yitzchak said: ‘the Torah should have
begun from our first national mitzvah (declaring
the new moon). Yet instead it started from
Bereishis, for if the nations of the world accuse
us of stealing the Land of Israel from them, we
can reply by telling them that ‘Hashem created
the world and He gave us the Land of Israel.’

In other words, it is so important to be
taught the notion of humility, that Hashem
wrote let us make man to show that Hashem
consulted (as it were) with His angels first.
The key is middos – character traits. Before
Neilah on Yom Kippur, Rav Yehudah Baruch
Leiberman of Edgware asked why it is that at
the final charge of the day – Neilah – we curtail
our viduy. Why do we stop mentioning our
individual sins at this most powerful moment?
Rabbi Leiberman answered that Neilah is
the time to stop focussing on the individual
sin, and instead focus on the root causes
of our sins: our middos. It is a time to focus
on selfishness, haughtiness, and all those
other traits that are the reason for our sins. In
outlining this message, he presented a parable.

This Rashi reads like an AIPAC campaign
ad. Any pro-Israel activist would be proud.
Rashi is saying that the Torah should begin
with our first mitzvah. But our rebuffing the
claims of the seven nations of Canaan is more
important and therefore we begin with the
account of creation! It seems odd, at best. True,
Eretz Yisrael is a special and holy country
(see the Ramban in Achrei Mos 18:18 and the
Kuzari at length) and there is a mitzvah for us
to live there according to many. But the order
of the Torah is dictated by primacy of living in
Israel?! And the order of the Torah is dictated
by how we are to take into account of, and
respond to, other nations’ erroneous claims?!
There must be something deeper here.
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Often, a tall building might have a danger sign
on a large window or by the roof. Yet it is not
the window or roof that is the danger – the
danger is when someone hits the ground after
having fallen out of the window! Why not put
the sign on the ground below the window or
roof?! The answer is, of course, because the
root cause of the danger is at the window: and
this is what we focus on.
In my teaching experience, the difference
between the students who make it – those
who are shaped by their Torah study – and
those who do not, is simply middos. Those
who have the humility, the commitment to
honesty and self-awareness succeed, whilst
those who lack these middos tend to struggle.
In this vein, Rav Chaim Volozhin writes that
the Torah does not have an individual set of
mitzvos and aveiros for middos, because they
are the root of a person and the foundation of
Torah observance.
This is the key to our first Rashi too. Rashi
is not saying that a political slogan is the basis
for beginning the Torah – after all, the nations
of the world do not seem to be impressed by
this claim anyway! The Torah begins with
reassuringus that we retain and develop our
middos – that we know that we did not take
the Land of Israel in a crooked or base way: we
were following Hashem’s command. The Torah
is assuring us to retain our good middos.

Where do we see one of the main powers given to man in this world from Parshas
Bereishis?

Rabbi Zev Leff
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Why is it “In the
Beginning?”

Parshah

In the beginning of Hashem’s creating the heavens and the earth (Bereishis 1:1). R’Yitzchak
said: “It was not necessary to begin the Torah [here] but rather with “This month shall be
to you,” the first mitzvah commanded to the Jewish people (Rash) to Bereishis 1:1).
Rashi begins his classic commentary to
Chumash with the question of R’ Yitzchak.
R’ Yitzchak’s question is not immediately
understood. The Torah is not, after all, a
compendium of mitzvos. Even after the giving
of the first mitzvah, many entire parashiyos are
primarily narratives of the events in Egypt and
the desert. If so, why was it so apparent to R’
Yitzchak that the Torah should start with the
first mitzvah?

In this light, we can understand the
puzzling differences between two almost
identical portions of the Torah. At the end of
parashas Bereishis, the Torah records the
ten generations between Adam and Noach,
and at the end of parashas Noach it similarly
records the ten generations between Noach
and Avraham. But the two accounts differ.
In the first, the Torah provides us with three
basic facts concerning the representative of
each generation: how old he was at the birth
of his principal child, how long he lived after
that birth, and his age at death. But of those
mentioned in parashas Noach, we are not told
their age at death or even that they died at all.

To fully appreciate R’ Yitzchak’s question
requires an understanding of the purpose of
the Torah. Rambam (Hilchos Melachim 12:2)
casts much light on this issue. The Torah, he
writes, gives few hints concerning the coming
of Mashiach. The details were not revealed
either to the prophets or the Sages. Because
these details were obscured, says Rambam,
they should not form the focus of one’s learning.
Rambam then adds: ‘For these details do not
bring one to love or fear of Hashem.” Rambam,
it would seem, is explaining why there is no
clear tradition concerning these details. The
purpose of the Torah is to bring one to the love
of Hashem or fear of Hashem.

The Mishnah (Pirkei Avos 5:2-3) relates
that there were ten generations between
Adam and Noach and also ten generations
between Noach and Avraham. The parallel
beraisa in Avos d’Rav Nasan asks why this
information is necessary and answers: the first
ten generations teach us how long-suffering
and slow to anger Hashem is; the second ten
teaches us that one person such as Avraham
can reap the entire reward of ten generations
of people who did not fulfill their purpose in
the world.

The word Torah is derived from hora’ah
(guidance) and hints at the Torah’s role as a
guide to coming closer to the Creator. Only
that which furthers this goal is contained
in the Torah. Everything else is excluded.
Matters of only historic or scientific interest
have no place.

In order to convey the lesson of Hashem’s
patience, it was important to know that the
ten generations between Adam and Noach
lived, had children, and died at a ripe old
age. Therefore the first genealogy contains
information concerning the age at death
of the representatives of each generation.
But to convey that Avraham received all the
reward of ten generations, we need know
nothing about the ages at death of the ten
preceding generations. Since it is irrelevant
to the message the Torah wishes to convey, it
is omitted.

Dayan Yechezkel Abramsky, zt”l, made a
similar point concerning the penultimate verse
of Megillas Esther: “All the great deeds of
Mordechai ... are recorded in the history books
of the royalty of Persia and Medea.” Why did
the Megillah refer us to the history books of
Persia and Medea for further information
concerning Mordechai? Did anyone ever read
them? Were they ever available for our perusal?
The intent of this verse, says Dayan Abramsky,
is to put Megillas Esther into perspective. If
you seek historical information, the Megillah
tells us, then read the royal histories of Persia
and Medea. Megillas Esther, however, is not
the source of such information, but rather a
source of fear of Heaven.
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The purpose of the Torah also explains why
the Biblical narrative does not follow a straight
chronological order. Because that purpose is to
inculcate yiras shamayim, not to teach history,
the most effective way to convey the lesson
governs the order of the Biblical narrative.
There is an essential difference between
Torah and chochmah. Chochmah, Chazal tell
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us, is found among the nations; Torah is not.
Wisdom need not influence the behaviour of
the one who possesses it. There have been
great geniuses in the arts, humanities and
sciences, whose personal characters were
nevertheless reprehensible. (Indeed, that
seems more the rule than the exception.) Their
lack of integrity did not detract from their
wisdom, and their wisdom added nothing to
their character. The apocryphal story is told
that when a certain professor of ethics at City
College in New York, was accused of leading
a singularly immoral life, he responded that
just as he did not need to be triangle to teach
geometry, neither did he have to be a moral
person to teach ethics.
Torah, on the other hand, must influence the
behaviour and character of the one who studies
it to qualify as Torah. A person possesses
wisdom; Torah possesses the person. Torah
is compared to fire, for like fire it must leave
an imprint. Where study of the Torah does not
transform the student, whatever knowledge he
obtains is not Torah but secular wisdom.
The blessing recited upon seeing one who
possesses exceptional secular wisdom is
“Blessed are You, Hashem, our G-d, King of
the universe, Who has given of His knowledge
to human beings.” The wisdom is given
unconditionally, its recipient remains flesh
and blood. On the other hand, the blessing
recited over an exceptional Torah scholar is
“Blessed are You, Hashem, our Hashem, King
of the universe, Who has apportioned of His
knowledge to those who fear Him.” Torah is not
given but apportioned out. It remains attached
to its Divine source, and is therefore reserved
only for those who are Hashem-fearing.
A talmid chacham is the embodiment of
Torah by virtue of having made its lessons
part of himself. The creation of such people is
the very purpose of the Torah. For this reason,
Chazal cast scorn on the foolishness of those
who rise for a sefer Torah but not for a talmid
chacham, for the latter is a living sefer Torah.
The Written Torah was given in such a
way that it could not be understood without
the Oral Torah to insure that it would not be

Only after the sin was man given clothes. Why not given them as soon as he was
created?
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confused with book knowledge-something
which can be read, mastered and memorized.
Rather, Torah must be learned from a teacher
who is a living sefer Torah.

Yisrael and charge us with stealing it from the
seven Canaanite nations, we will be able to
answer that all of Creation belongs to Hashem.
He created it and apportions it out to whom He
pleases. Originally His will was to give Eretz
Yisrael to the seven nations, and subsequently
His will was to take it from them and give it
to us.

My Rosh Hayeshivah, Rabbi Mordechai
Gifter zt’’l, has observed that our Sages are
not called chachamim (wise) but talmidei
chachamim (students of the wise). They do
not merely possess wisdom but are guided by
it; they are its students

Thus it would seem that the entire reason
that the Torah begins with the Creation is to
provide us with a claim to Eretz Yisrael. This
is hard to understand for many reasons. First,
it is far from clear that this response will have
any effect on those to whom it is ostensibly
directed. How can we expect the nations of
the world to accept this answer when they
do not believe in the Torah? Were the Israeli
ambassador to the United Nations to quote
R’ Yitzchak, it is highly improbable that the
Arab world would relinquish its claim to Eretz
Yisrael .

Now R’ Yitzchak’s question can be
understood. Since the purpose of every
word of the Torah is to guide those to whom
it was given, its very essence is mitzvos,
commandments. As the Zohar says, the
narratives of the Torah are merely mitzvos
disguised in the garb of narrative.
When one writes a book, it is normal to
begin by acquainting the reader with the
nature of the material contained within. Since
all of the Torah is mitzvos, it would have been
logical to start with the first clear-cut mitzvah
to establish the pattern for all that would
follow, and thereby make clear that even the
narratives are included only for their eternal
message of ahavas Hashem (Love of G-d) and
yiras Hashem (Fear of G-d). By starting with
the narrative of Creation there was a risk that
the true function of the Torah as a source of
guidance would be insufficiently understood.
That is what provoked R’ Yitzchak’s question.

When, in fact, the Canaanite nations laid
claim to Eretz Yisrael in front of Alexander
the Great, on the grounds that the Torah itself
calls it Eretz Canaan, Gevia teen P’sisa did not
answer them by citing Bereishis. Rather he
argued that Canaan is a slave to his brothers,
and all that a slave acquires reverts to his
master (Sanhedrin 91a). If the entire account
of Creation was recorded only to be used as a
response to a claim by the nations, why was it
not utilized when the claim was in fact made?

Every time we begin the Torah again, we
must constantly keep in mind that every letter
of Torah is an eternal lesson in ahavas Hashem
and yiras Hashem. If at first glance the lesson is
not perceived, then one must delve deeper. “For
it [the Torah] is not something empty from you”
(Devarim 32 47). If it appears empty, it is “from
you,”- i.e., from your lack of understanding and
not the absence of meaning.

Moreover, the answer does not satisfactorily
explain why the Torah has to begin with
Creation and not merely include an account
of Creation.
And there is a deeper question raised by
this response. Why did Hashem ordain that
we should conquer Eretz Yisrael from seven
nations who had inhabited it for hundreds of
years? Why was it necessary that we wipe out
those nations? Why did Eretz Yisrael have to
become ours in a manner so open to challenge
that the Torah had to start from Bereishis just
to provide the answer?

The Answer: A Preface
to Torah
If the nations of the world say to you that
you are thieves because you conquered the
lands of the seven nations, say to them, “All the
world is HaKadosh Baruch Hu’s. He created
it and He gives it to whomever it is good in
His eyes. By His Will He gave it to you, and by
His Will He took it from you and gave it to us
(Rash) to Bereishis 1:1).

If we carefully scrutinize Rashi’s words,
we find that in fact the Torah does begin with
the first mitzvah-hachodesh hazeh lachem.
Bereishis is not the beginning, but rather the
preface (pesichah) to the Torah. “Why did the
Torah open (pasach) with Bereishis?” is the
question Rashi addresses.

Rashi answers the question of why the
Torah begins with an account of the Creation
by quoting the verse (Tehillim 1116): “The
power of His deeds He related to His nation
to give them the inheritance of nations.” If the
nations of the world contest our claim to Eretz
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The answer is that this preface is not for the
sake of the nations of the world; it is for us.
Hashem told us the power of His deeds. We
must know this fact; we must be convinced that
we are not thieves. Hashem sought to teach us
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a lesson so significant that it is the foundation
of the entire Torah. Without this preface we are
not ready to approach the first mitzvah.
Understanding this lesson requires a clear
understanding of the role of the Jewish people.
The ultimate purpose of Klal Yisrael is to be
“a nation of kohanim (priests), a holy nation.”
As kohanim we are Hashem’s representatives
in this world, and that requires us to be a holy
nation. That holiness must permeate every
aspect of life, from the ostensibly mundaneeating, sleeping, dressing in the morning - to
the most elevated. Each of the Divinely decreed
actions of Hashem’s Chosen People must
proclaim His existence.
To achieve this goal, we must be a nation
that dwells apart, insulated from other cultures.
This isolation and insulation from the world is
part of our very essence, an inescapable reality.
The Midrash tells us that the Jewish people
are compared to oil, and the nations of the
world to water. By their very nature they cannot
mix. When we recognize the importance of
maintaining our unique, holy existence in
isolation, we experience the promise “The
Jewish people will dwell in security alone,
apart” (Devarim 33 28). The oil flows calmly
on the water, and the two coexist in peace.
But if we seek to assimilate into the foreign
cultures, we will be forced to read, “How do you
dwell apart?” to the lament of Eichah. As Rabbi
Chaim of Volozhin so poignantly expressed it
“Either the Jew makes Kiddush or the gentile
makes havdalah.” History has shown that
when we sanctify ourselves- Kiddush-and
dwell apart, we lead a life of holiness in secure
isolation. When we attempt to assimilate and
adapt foreign lifestyles -as in Egypt or Spain
or Germany-our host nations eventually make
havdalah and remind us that we are different.
The Torah, at the very outset, is laying the
framework for all mitzvah observance. It is not
incidental that this lesson is taught through
Eretz Yisrael. Our holy books emphasize that
only in the Land of Israel can a Torah society
uninfluenced by foreign values and standards
be created-a society dwelling apart and
enhanced by the special qualities of the land.
Since Eretz Yisrael is given to us to place all
mitzvah observance in proper perspective, we
have a legitimate claim to it only if we accept
Hashem as the arbiter of every aspect of our
lives. If, however, we adopt the standards of
the nations, we are murderers and thieves with
no claim to the Land. Without that acceptance,
the Land is, in fact, useless to us.

What were the different professions of Kayin and Hevel and why did they pick them?
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In this essay, we will discuss two Hebrew words that both mean “month”—chodesh and
yerach. We will strive to find the difference in their etymology and how/why they are used
in different contexts.
Although some say that chodesh is Aramaic,
while yerach is Hebrew, others offer a more
sophistaced approach. The Malbim and R.
Samson Raphael Hirsch (1808–1888) provide
a penetrating insight as to the etymology of the
word chodesh: They explain that the primary
meaning of the word chodesh is not “month”
but rather “beginning of the month”. In this
way, we find that the word chodesh appears
in the Bible when one would otherwise expect
the phrase Rosh Chodesh to appear (see
Num. 28:14, I Sam 20:18, and Isa. 1:13). The
word chodesh, therefore, primarily refers to
the concept of chadash (“new”) or chiddush
(“novel” or “renewal”), and specifically denotes
the novelty of the new moon. That chodesh
also refers to the idea of a “month” is only a
secondary, borrowed meaning.
What, then, does the word yerach mean?
Malbim explains that the word yerach simply
denotes a period of thirty days—regardless of
whether those thirty represent an astronomical
event related to the moon. However, in truth,
the word yerach is actually related to yareach
(“moon”), whose lunar movements help us
define the duration of a month. Based on this,
we may posit that while chodesh denotes the
beginning of the month, yerach denotes the
entire month as a whole.
R. Aharon Marcus (1843–1916) writes that
the word yerach is related to the Hebrew word
oraiach (“path”) and to the Aramaic word
itrachish (“it happened”). He does not explain
the thematic link between these words, but
to me it seems fairly clear. The word chodesh
is related to the idea of “new” and alludes to
G-d’s role in administering the world, in which

He introduces new occurrences which are
outside of the normal system of nature. We
call those miracles. For this reason, the first of
the months is Nissan—whose very meaning
is “miracles”—because the Exodus from
Egypt, one of the greatest miracles of all time,
happened then. In general, we use the word
chodesh colloquially because we wish to focus
on G-d and His awesome miracles. On the
other hand, the word yerach is less commonly
used because it is related to the word for “path”
and does not connote anything “happening”
beyond the regular system of nature. When we
refer to a month with the word yerach, we refer
to time running its course in a natural way, it
just “happened”—seemingly without G-d’s
miraculous intervention.
R. Hirsch offers another way of
differentiating between chodesh and yerach
which fits with our model. He argues that the
word chodesh denotes the idea of a month as
simply a unit of time (measured by the amount
of time it takes the moon’s light to disappear
and reappear). In this way, the word chodesh is
transcendental, or abstract. On the other hand,
he explains, that the word yerach connotes the
month as a vehicle for maturation. That is, the
word yerach implies a physical manifestation
of the passage of time, more specifically,
in the growth of produce. According to this
understanding, the word yerach refers to a
month in a very tangible or physical context—a
month which is bound to the rules of nature.
R. Mordechai Jaffe (1530–1612), the author
of the Levush, writes that the custom is to
refer to the month on a divorce document (a
gett) as a yerach and on a marriage document

(a keutbah) as a chodesh. He explains that
this is because the word yerach is associated
with being sent away, geresh yerachim (Deut.
33:14), while the word chodesh is associated
with something new, and marrying a woman
is called “taking a new wife” (Deut. 24:5). [It
is also unfortunately true that many marriage
end when the novelty wears off and a couple
is left in a stale rut. The hope that this will not
plague the newlyweds is reflected in the word
chodesh which appears in the keutbah, but is
absent on a gett.]
There is an ancient custom dating to
Talmudic times that all men would take off
the months of Elul and Adar from their work
in the field, in order to study Torah in the Beit
Midrash together. These months are known
as Yarchei Kallah (literally, “the months of the
bride”). R. Chanoch Dov Padwa (1908–2000)
asks: why do we use the word yerach, which
is associated with divorce, in the term Yarchei
Kallah, and not the word chodesh? He explains
that before a divorce is given, there is generally
some sort of fighting and animosity between
the couple. In facilitating their divorce, we hope
that by separating the two, we can alleviate
those feelings of ill-will and they will be able
to live in peace from now on (albeit separately).
The same is true regarding the Yarchei
Kallah. When a person accepts upon himself
a commitment to take leave of his work, he
is immediately beleaguered with all sorts of
worries and issues that he has to take care of.
But our hope is that once he enters the Beis
Hamedrash and begins to delve into Torah
Study, he will be able to continue onwards
without being preoccupied with unpleasant
worries and other issues.

QUOTE OF THE WEEK
Embrace uncertainty.
Some of the most beautiful chapters in our lives
won't have a title until much later.
QUIZ
TIME

??
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5. What lies behind the name of “Odom”? Why is all of mankind named after the name of
the first man created?

Rabbi Yaakov Yosef
Schechter
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Holy Hands

” וישבות ביום השביעי מכל מלאכתו אשר עשה,( “ויכל אלקים ביום השביעי מלאכתו אשר עשהBereishis 2:2) “And on

the seventh day Hashem completed His work which He had done, He abstained on the seventh
day from all His work which He had done.”
We know that Hakodosh Boruch Hu rested
on the seventh day, yet the Posuk says that
Hakodosh Boruch Hu completed His work on
the seventh day, which sounds like He was still
creating on the seventh day, and on that day,
He completed it. Chazal tell us that Menucha
was created on the seventh day. What does it
mean that Menucha, rest, was created on the
seventh day, and why does the Posuk say that
Hakodosh Boruch Hu completed His work
on the seventh day, instead of saying that He
completed His work on the sixth day, and there
was Menucha on the seventh day?

riddle

Parsha

Bereishis 3:22  ולקח גם מעץ,“ועתה פן ישלח ידו
” ואכל וחי לעולם,“ – החייםAnd now, lest he put
forth his hand and take also from the Tree of
Life, and eat and live forever.” Why does the
Posuk say, ” – “פן ישלח ידוso that Odom would
not put forth his hand? Why does his hand
matter – all that should matter is that Odom
should not eat from the Tree of Life? It says in
the Sefer  וילקט יוסףin the name of the תפארת
הגרשוני, who says in the name of the רמ”ע
 – מפאנוwhen Odom Harishon ate from the Eitz
Hada’as, his arms were not part of the idea to
take from the Eitz Hada’as. The Torah does
not say anywhere about taking from the Eitz
Hada’as, but only about eating from the Eitz
Hada’as, for the arms did not want to have any
part in it. The arm did not want to reach out, the
hand did not want to open, and the fingers did
not want to touch the forbidden fruit. Chulin 5b
– “– ”אין הקדוש ברוך הוא מביא תקלה על ידי צדיקים
“Hakodosh Boruch Hu does not bring mishap
through the hands of Tzaddikim” – through
“ – ”ידיthe hands specifically, for it was the
hands that did not sin by the Eitz Hada’as.
This is also the reason that when the Kohanim

Thank you to
Boruch Kahan
bkahan47@yahoo.co.uk
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Bentch Klal Yisroel, they raise their hands, for
the hands are prepared to give Brocha as they
did not sin by the Eitz Hada’as, and therefore,
Zechus can come through them.
The  מגלה צפונותasks why Hakodosh Boruch
Hu did not command Odom not to eat from the
 עץ החייםthe same way He commanded Odom
not to eat from the  ?עץ הדעתHe answers that
the Medrash tells us that the  עץ החייםwas
dressed up with the עץ הדעת, and the only
way to get to the  עץ החייםwas through the עץ
הדעת. Therefore, inclusive of the command not
to eat from the  עץ הדעתwas not to eat from
the עץ החיים. With this interpretation we can
understand this Posuk – “– ”ועתה פן ישלח ידו
and now that you, Odom, sinned, and there
is no longer the rule, “אין הקדוש ברוך הוא מביא
 ”תקלה על ידי צדיקיםdue to the sin, now there
is a concern that Odom would use his hand
to take from the עץ החיים, and would sully the
only remaining limb in his body that did not
sin. ()אדרת אליהו
Shemos 32:15 "ויפן וירד משה מן ההר ושני
" – לחת העדות בידוMoshe came down from
Shomayim with the Luchos in his hands. The
Posuk stresses that they were in Moshe’s hands
because the Luchos were actually written on
Moshe Rabbeinu’s hands. The essence of
Moshe Rabbeinu was Torah. Shemos 17:12
" "וידי משה כבדים ויקחו אבן וישימו תחתיו- “Moshe’s
hands became heavy and he could no longer
hold the Luchos.” So they placed stones
underneath to relocate the Luchos from his
hands to the stones. This occurred during the
war with Amalek when Klal Yisroel weakened
themselves from the Torah Hakdosha. Klal
Yisroel were no longer Zoche for the Luchos

to be written on Moshe Rabbeinu’s hands. The
Luchos were therefore transferred to stone.
()רמ"ע מפאנו
“And on the seventh day Hashem completed
His work which He had done, He abstained
on the seventh day from all His work which
He had done.” ” “וישבתare the letters, ”“ותשבי
which is the same Gematria as ”“התשובה. This
is a Remez that in the Zechus of Teshuva and
Shabbos, Klal Yisroel will be Zoche to the
Geulah; and ( תישביEliyahu Hanavi) will come
with Moshiach to bring the Geulah. ()רבינו אפרים
Hakodosh Boruch Hu created the world as
we see it in six days. On the seventh day, He
created something very special called מנוחה,
rest from this world, and an attachment to
Olam Habah. It is a day set aside for Avodas
Hashem and learning Torah and making
Torah a part of ourselves. Due to sins, the
Torah is not directly a part of us, but becomes
external. As we see that Moshe was given the
Torah Hakdosha on his hands – it was a part
of his body. Due to Klal Yisroel Klal weakening
themselves from the Torah Hakdosha, the
Torah was removed from his hands. The hands
did not sin by the Eitz Hada’as, and because
the hands remained pure, the Torah was able
to rest upon them. Shabbos Kodesh is the day
which proves to us that Hakodosh Boruch Hu
is King over the entire world, and because of it
He is able to forgive us for our sins. We must
use this holy day to do Teshuva, and connect
ourselves to Hakodosh Boruch Hu. May we
be Zoche to do a proper Teshuva, and truly
connect ourselves to Hakodosh Boruch Hu, so
that the Torah Hakdosha once again becomes
a part of our very Guf.

ANSWER FROM LAST WEEK
QUESTION

Who in this week's
Parsha has a father and
a father-in-law with
the same name?
CLUE
The first letter of each of the
couples’ first names is the same.
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[Question: In the Brochos that Moshe Rabbeinu gave to all the Shevotim he excluded Shimon. Rashi says however that
he included it in Yehuda’s Brochoh (Perek 33 Possuk 7).
Name three other things that Shimon were also excluded from in one way or another?]

1. They did not receive a Nachaloh in Eretz Yisroel in their own right. Their Chelek was in Yehuda that
is why they are included in the Brochoh of Yehuda according to Rashi (Perek 33 Possuk 7).
2. They were the only Sevet not to get Arurim-Curses. In Parsha Ki Sovo (Parsha 27 Possuk 24), Rashi
points out that since in our Parsha, Moshe could not bring himself to give them a Brocho because of
the Maaseh of Zimri in Shittim at the end of Parshas Bolok he neither could give them a curse.
3. Rashi in Perek 90 of Tehilim quotes the Medrash Shoicher Toiv that each of Perokim 90 – 100,
eleven in total, alludes to one of the twelve Shevotim, Shimon being the exception to this.

6. Why are we all responsible for the actions of Odom that we all now have his curses
that resulted from the sin?
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Adam - Rising Above the Earth
Bereishis is a time to look at the Torah anew,
to discover subtleties and nuances in the text
that reveal layers of meaning in familiar stories.
The gadlus of Torah is that both young school
children and seasoned Talmidei Chachomim
(and the rest of us in between!) can learn the
very same pesukim and find ideas that will
speak to them. The challenge is to expend the
effort in doing so!
The sheishes yemei bereishis come to their
conclusion with the creation of man. Man,
created betzelem Elokim, in Hashem’s image is
imbued and endowed with a neshama taken
from the hightest place, from Hashem’s kisei
hakavod and a body that is formed from the
earth. His exalted nature is expressed by the
gifts of deiah ve dibbur¸ the faculties of reason
and speech. It therefore appears to be somewhat
ironic that his very name Adam, comes from
the word adamah which would imply that his
essence is material rather than spiritual.
Rav Hirsch (Bereishis 1:26) explains that
the word adam contains within it may layers

of meaning hinting to man’s exalted status
and noble mission on earth. He explains that
 אדםboth refers to the colour red as well as
being etymologically related to the word הדום,
meaning footstool. Red is the least broken of all
the rays of the spectrum of the pure ray of light.
This symbolises the fact that we are the nearest
revelation of Hashem in the world. Similarly, we
are a footstool for Hashem, so to speak. Adam
and his descendants will be the ones who will
make Hashem’s presence manifest.
Adam is also א דם, taking the physical life
force, the blood,  דםand adding the  אto it,
with  אreferring to Hashem the true One. The
Torah rests primarily on making the body holy,
on recognising that the human body, with all
of its urges, forces and organs was formed in
a manner that is absolutely consistent with
his holy calling in life. The body and soul
together serve Hashem, one without the other
will be unable to achieve anything. This is how
the Ramban explains techiyas hameisim as a
necessary reunification of neshama and guf
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who have
served Hashem together in this world to earn
their ultimate reward.
The world  אדמהas well as being a reference
to the earth can therefore also be read אדמה
ֶ ,a
reference to Yeshaya 14:14, ‘I shall be like the
Most High’. Man is created as a unique blend
of physicality and spirituality, uniquely suited
to his role, created in Hashem’s image, as the
Mesilas Yesharim (Chapter 1) says, ‘to become
elevated and to lift up the whole world with him’.
The extend to which he will do so, is up to him
and him alone, because hakol biydei Shamayim,
chutz me yiras Shamayim, everything is in the
hands of Heaven, apart from fear of Heaven
(Brachos 33b).
As we leave the Yom Tov season behind, it
is vital that we realise our own latent greatness,
being created betzelem Elokim and our ability
to fulfil that potential, bringing the spirit of the
Yomim Tovim of Tishrei into the long winter
months ahead.
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ANSWERS
1.

Some learn they were born before the sin (Rashi, 4:1) while others say
after the sin.

cursed. This perhaps reveals to us their nature that was later reflected in
their sacrifices to Hashem.

2. Generally it is the power of speech as the Targum Unkulos says (Bereishis,
2:7). More specifically it is the power of tefilla (Rashi, 2:5). Chazal see this
amazingly in the name of Odom when spelt out fully – אד”ם=א’לפ ד’לת מ’ם
the inner letters spell the word מתפלל, a davenner!

5. We find lots of different insights into the name “Odom” that shows the
nature and power of mankind – hence all people are called generally after
this name, as Odom. 1) Odom being called after the Adoma, earth, that he
was formed from. This expresses man sharing the nature of the ground.
In a positive light this shows that he can be humble and lowly and grow
things. In a negative light he is lazy like the ground. 2) It comes from the
possuk of “Adame LeElyon”, that man aspires and has powers to rise up
and make great spiritual changes to the world.

3. This gives us an insight into the difference of man before and answer
the sin. Before the sin he was mainly spiritual with only a small amount
of physicality, much like an Angel. He therefore did not require clothes.
It was only after the sin that changed man’s make-up becoming more
physical and less spiritual that there now became a need for man to have
clothes.
4. Hevel was a shepherd (Rashi, 4:2) since he saw that the earth had been
cursed. In contrast Kayin was a farmer wanting to work with something
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6. Odom was not merely one person who made a decision and therefore
all his descendants are now suffering. Rather Odom was made up from
all different Neshamos of all the future generations and they all decided
together to sin. Therefore this punishment is to all of mankind for their
part in the sin.
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